
Campaign Stars, Clasps and Medals 
instituted in recognition of service 

in the war of 1939-45  
NUMBER OF  STARS, MEDALS, CLASPS or EMBLEMS ENCLOSED 4 

Description of Ribbon 

Dark blue, red and light blue in three equal 
vertical stripes. This ribbon is worn with the 
dark blue stripe furthest from the left shoulder. 

Blue, white and sea green shaded and watered. 
This ribbon  is worn with the blue edge furthest 
from the left shoulder. 	 

Light blue with black edges and in addition a 
narrow yellow stripe on either side. 
Pale buff, with a central vertical red stripe and 
two narrower stripes, one dark blue, and the 
other light blue. This ribbon is worn with the dark blue stripe furthest from the left shoulder. 

Dark green with red edges, a central yellow 
stripe, and two narrow stripes, one dark blue and the other light blue. This ribbon is worn 
with the dark blue stripe furthest from the left 
shoulder. 

Dark blue with a centraI red stripe and in 
addition two orange stripes. 	 

Five vertical stripes of equal width, one in red 
at either edge and one in green at the centre, 
the two intervening stripe being it white. Five vertical stripes of equal width, one in  blue at either edge and one in red at the centre, 

the two intervening stripes being in white. 

Flame coloured with green edges, upon each of which is a narrow black stripe. A narrow central red stripe with a narrow white stripe on either side. A broad red stripe at either edge, and two intervening stripes in blue.  

Clasp or Emblem 
(if awarded) 

Battle of 
Britain 

Air Crew Europe 
or 

France and Germany 

Atlantic or 
France and Germany 

8th Army or 
1st Army or 

North Africa 1942-43 

Burma 

Pacific 

Atlantic 

Silver laurel leaves 
(King's Commenda- 
tion for brave  conduct. Civil) 
Oak leaf 

The Under-Secretary of State for 
War, presents his compliments and 
by Command of the Army Council 

has the honour to transmit the 
enclosed Awards is granted for service 

in the war of 1939-45. 
The Council share your sorrow that 

SIGMN. M.J. MORTLOCK. 
in respect of whose service these 

Awards are granted did not 
live to receive them. 

Order in which the awards should be set up, e.g., for framing  

1 1939-45 

Star 

 
2 Atlantic 

Star 

3 Air Crew 
Europe Star 
4 AfricaStar 

5 
Pacific 
Star 

6 Burma 
Star 

8 France 
and Germany 

Star 
9 Defence  Medal 10 War  Medal 1939-45 
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